Working together to solve your important **security**, **intelligence** and **resilience** needs.

**OUR DISTINCTIVE APPROACH**

**KRI** offers a unique, results-driven **partnership** model.

Satisfy **customer-driven needs** by **co-locating** your R&D team.

Proactively manage and **reduce risks** with **co-led partnerships**.

Apply **rapid-response** strategies throughout your **project’s life cycle**.

**Lower costs** by leveraging R 1 university **intellectual capital** and technologies.

Safeguard your **proprietary information** in our **secure environment**.

Benefit from our **flexible IP policies**.

**OUR EXPERTISE AND FACILITIES**

**KRI** creates **customized** partnership programs specific to **your challenges**.

Materials and Devices

Cybersecurity

Additive Manufacturing

Nanomanufacturing

Structural Testing

Data Analytics, Systems Modeling and Network Science